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ABSTRACT
"Natural

Counselors

An Assessment of

11 :

Their Facilitative

Abilities

by
George Louis Lindenfeld
Utah State

University,

1970

Major Professor:
Glendon Casto
Department:
Psychology
Statement

of the problem

Within each community ther e exist
in the techniques
positive

growth exp er iences

concerning
tial

of therapeutic

psychology,

among their

the "natur al counselor"

contributions

problem , then,

of knowledge regarding

who, although

acquaintances.
current

is a closely

Although research
focus on the poten-

related

stud y i.s concerned,

those individuals

untrained

are able t o facilitate

is sparse,

of lay personnel

with which this

individuals

area.

The

is the present

who may be classified

lack

as "natural

counselors."
Objective
The objective
tive
utilize

sources

of this

of aid that

professional

study was to assess
are available

one aspect

to those individuals

of the alternawho do not

assistance.

Methods and procedure
Two groups,
study.

each consisting

Members of the first

of fifteen

persons,

group were professional

were utilized
school

in the

counselors

ix

whereas the second group was selected
Logan, Utah.
least

five

The latter

persons

from a segment of the community of

group possessed

in their

characteristics

neighborhood

which led at

to nominate them as "natural

counselors."
The professional

counselors

a student

and the "natural

situation

with a trained

sessions

in an equiva]ent

Graduate
scales,

the scales

counselors"
theatre

students

listened

tape-recorded

arts

school

trained

a counseling

took part
student.

Both groups held their

setting.

in the utilization

of empathy, genuineness,

of the Berenson-Carkhuff

in a natural

and rated

and concreteness.

to each tape in order to prevent

one group involved

with

in a role-playing

to three .segments of each tape-recording

randomly assigned

session

setting

environment,

was viewed as a limitation

also limited

due to the raters'

inability

it on

Numbers were
rater

bias.

Having

and the other

group in an artificial

of the study.

Rater accuracy was

to devote more time to the train-

ing program;
Findings

of the study

Findings
the F ratios

related

to each of three

hypotheses

calculated

from analysis

of variance

of significance,

thereby

Thus statistical

analysis

existed

in the facilitative

precluding

rejection

were presented.
approached

of any of the null

confirmed the assumption
abilities

as compared to a group of untrained

the

that

None of

.05 level
hypotheses.

no difference

of a group of professional

counselors

persons.

Summary and conclusions
Rater

inter-reliability

necessary

for adequate

to either

inconsistency

did not approach a level
interpretation
in the raters,

of the results.

that

is usually

This was attributed

or to homogeneity

of the two groups.

x
By accepting

the second proposition,

reviewed.

At any rate,

counseling

variables,

that

in aiding

Non-objective
counselors"
levels

to the extent
the conclusions

a number of untrained

effective

others

that

a s those

achieved

they were local

residents

experiences,

persons

that

the scales

this

issues

utilized

of the study supported

do measure
the notion

from a survey

counselors.
given to the "natural

group evidenced

equivalent

educational

by th e ir pr of essi ona l counterp arts.
for

were

in a given community would be as

as are professional

data gained

indicated

a number of pertinent

many years

a nd possessed

Additionally,

a wealth

both of which could add to the counselor-client

of diverse

interchange.

(92 pages)

STATEMENT
OF THE PROBLEM
Within
t rained
itate

each community there

in th e techniques

exist

of therapeutic

posit ive growth experiences

a nd contr ib ution s of these
ignored

by the helping

"natural

perso ns who have received

(Mandeville,
ministers,

clarification
clearly

that

training.

p . 208) defines

of th e term "natural

The abil ities

have bee n almost

ab ilities

with

A current

art icle

natu ral

health

completely

do make reference

who posses s natural

caseworker s , public

est abl ish that

11

Those articles

professional

and Maholick,1969,
physicians,

11

acquaintances.

counselors

professions.

un-

psychology , are able to facil-

among their

t o thi s area co nfus e the individuals
those

individu als who, although

counselors

nurses,

as

etc."

Thus

cou nsel or" is necess ary so as t o

group of individu als with whom this

study is

concerned.
For th e purpose
has received
personal

no formal

r elation

psychology,

shi ps.

this

within

consideration

for

cally

training
Although

fessional

tre at

11

he may have taken s ome courses

are usually

area

taken

force

many of th ose individuals

assistance.

who

in

He is not considered

a nd he receives

f or granted

relationships

He is thus a positive
11

is a person

of promoti ng int er -

his int ere st in the res pon siveness

engaged in confidential

able to

cou ns elor"

in the techniques

the mental he alth

His abi lities

compa nionship.

study a "n atural

is not his pr edomina nt focus.

professional

others.

of this

with those

a

no monetary

to the needs of
although

he is typi-

who seek his

wit hin the community and is
who would otherwise

need pro-

2

Although research
focus

(Lief,

concerning

1966; Schlossberg,

1968) on the potential
area.

Individuals

utilization

affiliated

people

from the natural

(Cowen, 1968).

salaried

worker within

possess

the facilitative

probably

received

117) within

ing which
vision

studies

of professional

If there

personal

that

are untrained

present

of their

personality

(Carkhuff,

1968a, p.

been investigated.

as evidenced
training

by one find-

and/or

do as well or better

growth in others,

super-

than the

counselors.

is it not reasonable

people within

The problem,

then,

specific

with which this

are essential,

these

traits

Are they as effective

as trained

is the

who may be classified
in the preface

tend to be more essential

knowledges or his counseling

community who possess

to assume

study is concerned

those individuals

"characteristics

characteristics

can

the community who are doing the

McGowanand Schmidt (1962, p. vi)

book, noted that

the counselor's

and he has

who, with a minimum of training,

lack of knowledge regarding

as natural

counselors

have recently

that with or without

are lay therapists

same thing?

or

counselors."

facilitate
there

as a volunteer

for his position.

impressive

of lay counselors

housewives

may be differentiated

of the lay person

are highly

students

He need not necessarily

of the natural

relationship

indicates

11 •••

the patients

patients

abilities

setting.

related

have suggested

1967), college

he is engaged either

an institutional

and potential

of these

institutions

The lay therapist

in that

the counseling

current

is a closely

1967) and middle-aged

some form of training

The abilities

Results

with psychiatric
(Rowley, 1966; Heath,

counselor

is sparse,

of lay personnel

1963; Brown, 1965; Brennan,

and retired

counselor

1967; Roland and Voss, 1968; Greenblatt,

contributions

of the clergy

(Reinherz,

the natural

are there

and is it possible
professionals

techniques.

11

people within
to locate

in facilitating

than
If

the

them?
mental

3
health?
Data derived
have demonstrated
care are as likely

from the studies
that

mentally

who have received

created

a need within

assumptions,
fa cilitat
gation.

disturbed

to improve their

persons

assumptions

of Eysenck (1965) and Levitt

pr ofessional

the counseling

and to begin investigating
that

(1957)

persons who have received

functioning
attention.
profession

as are those distrubed
Such findings
to discard

some new~nes.

only the couns e lor-therapist

no

many old

One of these

has the ability

e psych olo gic al gor wth, was th e f ocus of this

have

research

to
investi-

4

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Literature

concerning

wit h two major areas
current

the lay helper

of fo cus .

The fi rst

att it ude s of professionals

(b) dat a which illustrate
lay workers

be presented

secti on will

include

toward the utilization

the diversity

(c) comparative

movement will

studies

and potential

which assess

(a)

of lay persons
contr ib ution s of

the lay worker's

ab ili tie s as compared to those of the professionals.
A second section
the variables

will

include

of the friendship

of facilitators

a survey of dat a related

relationship

(c) the influence

to (a)

(b) per s onality

of prestige

factors

characteristics

in the therapeutic

relationship.
Attitudes
utilization

of professionals
toward the
of la y person nel
(Carkhuff , 1969a) suggests

A rece nt article
being increasingly
expansion
tion

of the quality

Hospital

strated

that

and return
other

called

upon to participate
of mental hea lth

in Tuscaloosa
a hospital

pa tients

nonprofessional

which was professionally

in th e nation.

personnel

are

The Veterans Administra-

1968) for example, had demon-

to the commu
nity at a rate

mental hospital

la y persons

in the improvement and

care.

(Roche Report,

that

understaffed

could treat

comparable to that

This was accomplished

who had been trained

in attitude

of any

by utilizing
therapy

and

a team approach .
Albee (1968) however, questioned
professionals

or middle-level

the mental health

setting.

whether

mental health
He suggested

a large

number of semi-

workers will

two reasons

soon move into

why this

movement

5
would not occur .
tr a ining

faciliti

The fi rs t deterrent

es which are pres ent ly swamped with

ad vanced training.
any tr a ining
programs.
itself

Albe e proposed

demands that
Secon dly,

will

may be at tributed

these

wi ll , in effect,

the status

pro du ce difficul

A statement

that

institutions

n effectively

areas

sional

worker.

If support

status

within

the occupation

explicitly

st ates

ing that

support

settin g

of semi-professionals.
and Guidance

which perta ins to support

personnel,

The stateme nt by the

layed the groundwork for removing the nonprofes-

certain

they are effective

of their

adopted by the American Personnel

si onal i ndividua l from the counseling
within

resist

wi thi n the mental health

to confirm Albee 1·s pes si misti c outlook .

associatio

for

will

lower the status

hi erarchy

Ass ociat i on (Kennedy and Strowig, 1967),
appears

app lications

t ies in the recruitment

of policy

to menta l health

counseling

should

The report

a ssumed that

be the sole domain the the profe s-

per s onnel wi sh to become qualified

nothing

personnel

f or full

they must meet academic requirements,

in facilitating
that

situ ation.

therapeutic
in the paper

growth or not .
"should

should take the place,

whether

The report

be construed

as mean-

or responsibility

of

the cou nsel or . 11 (Kennedy a nd Strowig, 1967, p . 860)
Ri och ( 1966, p . 291),
many pr ofessi onal s within
years

we bring

hand, indicated

the mental health

of a cademic and professional

of the actual,

hiring

on th e other

setting

training

of people

the regulations
trained

there

who believe

are not essential

pract ic al work which needs to be done.

out a ll

that

that

long

for most

He asked, "Why do

of academia and bureaucracy

in nontraditional

are

to make the

programs difficult

and the

As possible

for re-

.. ·~

setting
sistance

up of such programs frustr ating?"
to change, Rioch mentioned

sion als have made in their
professional

the great

educati on and that

to ob.4ect when he is told

''that

investment
it

causes
that

is natural

s ome young bit

profesfor the
of a girl

with

6
no training

can do the job as well

Arnhoff

and Jenkins

subdoctoral

training

the conditions

(1969, p.

or better

than he can."

432) attacked

the question

should be done as being a spurious

of reality

and future

of whether

one which ignores

probability.

The real question is how best to train individuals
who
hold and will hold these positions
and how to provide for
their advancement and recognition,
while at the same time
maintaiµing
professional
standards and protecting
the public the receipients
and consumers of these services.
A survey

of psychol ogist:s

doctor a l training

was sent

American Psychological
cent.

Results

opinions

by Arnhoff

Ass ociation.

of the survey

recogniz ed the need for persons

ing.

There was less

consensus

and Jenkins
Total

indicated

gists

and attitudes
to

response

th at a large
with less

towards

less

5,553 members of the
rate

was over 80 per

majority

of psycholo-

than doctoral

a s to how subdoctoral

than

level

training

train-

was to be

implemented.
Knott
oriented
gists.

(1969) suggested

master's
In addition,

critical
willing

and that

pr ograms to meet the future
he stated

that

most agencies

to take masters

Carkhuff

the development

(1968b,P·

may have had deleterious

level

of specialized,

need for clincial

the manpower shortage

who advertised

service
psycholo-

had grown

for psychologists

were

people.

257) indicated
effects

that

current

graduate

programs

upon the student .

. . . We might also note in passing that the clients
of
those students who received the highest academic and practicum
grades received the lowest levels of empathy and thus had the
least opportunity
for improvement.
We know on the other hand,
from our lay counselor and short-term
guidance institutes,
that
preparation
may have constructive
consequences in terms of
facilitating
the positive
outcomes of schizophrenic
patients,
out-patient
neurotics,
marital counseling cases, and studentclients.
These supposedly "lower level" programs have been
the only ones to consistently
demonstrate their efficacy
in
terms of translation
to client benefits.

7

(1968, p. 16) suggested

Graziano
ture

is primarily

to any events

committed to its

that

that

the mental health

own preservation

power struc-

and is alertly

opposed

might change it.

Thus when innovation intrudes,
the structure
responds with
various strategies
to deal with the threat;
it might incorporate
the new event and alter it to fit the pre-existing
structure
so
that, in effect,
nothing is really changed.
It might deal with
it also by active rejection,
calling upon all of its resources
to "st arve out " the innovator by insurin g a lack of support.
Spe ism an (1968) emphasized
the scientific

that

psychological

and cannot simply focus

services

sh ould include

on the applications

of pro fessi onal

psychology.
Gordo n (1965) suggested

that

many of the groups a nd individuals

came to be helped were not very well understood

(1966) further

fessionals.

Calia

methods that

were utilized

to the cul turally

did not appear

deprived

The resistance

outco me was su gge sted

setting

who f eare d a dilution
a cceptance

provided

After

opportunit

participating

outcome of this

applicable

problem.

counselors

within

had become ev ident.
programs

program demonstrated

that

valuable

workers
the

Those professionals
the experience

of professional

program increased

the

counseling

towards

found that

In addition,

in the improvement

One po ssible

a marriage

st andard s, a trend

status.

the field

from professional

i es for the demonstration
professional

within

1964) which described

(Harvey,

in tr a ining

in a training

and resulted

to inn ovations

some resistance

of para-professionals

and added to their

contacts

in a report

of counseling

who had become involved

pro-

some of the treatment

to be particularly

to be an unsolvable

use of nonprofes sional
in Aust r a li a .

that

trained

cl ient.

of profe ssi onals

does not,howev er, appear

extensive

proposed

by highly

who

competence

the experience

of

professional

of professional
the professional

skills.

The

had much to

8

gain through

training

(1968b) suggested

Carkhuff
role

to one involving

supervision,

gation

abilities

investiation
Diversity

The studies

and research.
their

differences

out that

professionals

towards the investi-

which is presently

conducted.

be more valuably

applied

The
in the

of lay personnel
section

indicated

professional

the mental health

volunteers

the progressive
domain.

In recent

trend.

Pertinent

which illustrate

of their

years

lower socio-economic
abilities

to relate

A number of studies
wives as a potential
housewives

a significant

of their

shall

in

in literature
from

which volunteers

from which they are drawn (c) some

Additional

and racial
to these

material

groups.

source of manpower.

will

be presented

The lay person appears

groups in an effective

(Rioch, 1962, 1963) propose

as case aides

services

be presented

(a) the responsibilities

endeavors.

the

of the lay person

increase

material

differences

However, these

passage

and the uti.lization

are able to assume (b) the populations
of the results

area.

area has produced a progressive

towards this

literature

considerable

(Kubie, 1957 and Rosenbaum, 1966) regarding

movement concerning

to possess

s

but also training,

He pointed

might therefore

have not affected

into a previously

utilized

practice

of the lay person in the mental health

regarding

of the professional'

responsibilities

and training

in the previous

among professionals

focused

elevation

of these variables.
and potential

utlization

to lay personnel.

a similar

discharged

of the treatment

professional's

related

not only therapeutic

consultation

had not adequately

this

involvement

the use of house-

Cain and Epstein

in a pilot

manner.

(1967, p. 284)

study.

The pilot project was definitely
a success, for it showed
that mature housewives - though initially
untrained - possessed
common sense, imagination,
experience and empathy that can be of

9
significant
help to the mentally ill .•..
Housewives constitute
a largely untapped manpower source
that may indeed help solve the problem of the increasing
disparity
between the demands for professional
social workers
and their availability.
Case aides - with training and supervision - can learn to perform many specific tasks involving
the development of relationships
with individuals
and the use
of community resources.
(Cain and Epstein, 1967, p. 284)
A National

Institute

by Rioch et al.
and social

were given intensive

graduates

positions.

Training

training
Results

program was conducted

(1963) in which eight women, selected

sensitivity,

were college

After

of Mental Health training

and their

after

mental heal th settings,

the

productive

record

creditable

services

two years

for two academic years.

by Magoon and Golann (1966,
of employment at nine different

mental heal th counselors"

11

of performance.

or executive

to as "mental heal th counselors • 11

investigation

that

maturity

All of the women

husbands held professional

the women were referred

p. 793) indicated

training.

began in 1960 and lasted

of a follow-up

for their

They were evaluated

in the judgment of their

had compiled a
as having provided

supervisors

and co-workers.

Perhaps the greatest determinant of future activity
in this
direction
will be the capacity of mental health professionals
and educators to overcome traditional
implicity assumptions as
to who must perform various vocational functions
in the broad
field of mental health.
(Magoon and Golann, 1966, p. 793)
College

students

have frequently

1962 and Berenson et al.,
indicated

that

specially

suited

youth,

the college

1966) as another
student's

was significant

following

They concluded

their

toward activity

and social

work with college

made him
student's

in itself.

(1963) sought to determine

change in the clinical

Brennan (1967)

because the college

energy and optimism can be therapeutic
and Gelineau

(Kanton and Greenblatt,

manpower source.

inclination

for programs with children

Beck, Kantor,

patients

been utilized

status

student

that 31 per cent of the patients

whether there
of hospitalized

case-aid

volunteers.

were discharged

from the
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hospital

setting

statistical

after

working with students.

technique,

of a control
treatment

group and found a highly

students

and chronically

ill

the improvement in the functioning
found that

the college

to acquire

more enlightened

addition

students,

self-awareness

Thus the

of maladjusted

units,

to their

individual
were quite

concerning

individual
treatment
they also

therapy

sessi ons.

The primary

clear.

Waiting

teaching,

crisis,

lists

the experience

enlisted

men.

tended
In

a tendency

results

men within

included:

discharge,
or general
of soldiers

of their

consultation

broadened the attitudes

referred

with

problems in
dependents.

marital,

and

contributions

and patients
staff

to as

the evaluation

and their

results

to

the army were

staff

group,

were eliminated

similar

consultations

supervised

and the professional

supervision,

earlier,

experiences,

and were officially

abilities,

not after

to

mental health.

Their major duties

and psychological

According

of their

Enlisted

soldi ers for administrative

commanding officers

In addition
the investigators

1967) indicated

consultants

technicians.

of

and self-examination.

studies.

psychological

mental patients.

interaction

of other s and displayed

of the aforementioned
as mental health

the social

att itud es concerning

(Hartog,

utilized

studied

as a result

Another investi gation

treatment,

with that

difference.

of the patients,

they became more tolerant

toward increased

during,

significant

rate

program was viewed as being very successful.

college

their

the Chi Square

they compared the above discharge

Holzberg and Knapp (1965) also

those

Utilizing

were seen

had more time for

and research.
and functioning

As indicated
of the
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A paper by Coggs and Robinson (1967, p. 281) is directed
use of nonprofessional
from economically
to assist
poverty
of their

social

qualities

or professional

the public

deprived

workers

of Milwaukee.

leadership

education

within

and culturally

school
areas

aides

school system.

Individuals

communities had been selected

assigned

to districts

in the target

Persons were selected
rather

toward the

for the program because

than criteria

based upon formal

training.

The Lay Worker Project is demonstrating the value of training indigenous community leaders for non-professional
employment
in educational
and social services.
The use of lay workers serves
several purposes:
professional
staff is released from unskilled
tasks, additional
services are provided, and persons in underprivileged
communities are given an opportunity to improve their
economic status at the same time that their leadership
in the
community is broadened.
It has been our experience that when
articulateness,
self confidence,
and security within the social
cl ass identification
ar e added to the personal attributes
of lay
leaders,
pride in association
with the profession
and success
in the achievement of agency goals creates the kind of enthusiasm
that is found only in th e newly graduated professional
who glories
in having discovered his professional
niche.
(Coggs and Robinson,
1967, p. 281)
The previous
and Ansbacker,
particular

paper suggested

A study by Spiegal

nificant

relationship

patients

and the therapeutic

aides

Patients
and fellow

psychiatrists
intelligence

level,

suggested

be found in their
establish

and Spiegal

(1967) found a sig-

and little

as being most helpful
helpful.

and lay persons

ability

a relationship

of hospitalized

a primary

as being most

education

perceived

and psychologists

and

The higher the education

the more the patient

that

level

agent whom they perceived

as being least

(Deene

members of their

with low intelligence
patients

of the same class

in reaching

between the intelligence

as being most helpful
research

persons

1962) may be effective

group.

helpful.

that

perceived

professional

as being least

helpful.

result

of utilizing

worker.

people
This

lay persons

to communicate with those patients
with a professional

and the

is to

who cannot
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Carkhuff
effects

and Pierce

(1967) attempted

of the therapist's

race and social

were found to influence
initial

clinical

while clients
least.

class

self-exploration

during early
of constructive

related

to the therapist's

interviews
client

distinction

ability

arising

principle

lower socio-economic

their

feelings

themselves

the depth of patient

was highly

correlated

Thus the effects

that

with outof intell-

background appeared

the helper

but that

from middle-class
and style

principle

to be

First,

oriented

useful

it may circumvent
therapy

being at

of the low income client.
attuned

may have

it may be especially

plans for two reasons.

is especially

most,

to perform his task effectively.

c applications,

odds with the expectations
the helper

that

change.

Reissman (1965, p. 31) proposed

in low income treatment

in the

had a tendency to explore

age, race and socio-economic

therapeuti

Both of these factors

to the race (Banks et al.,

explored

of thi s study suggested

education,

class

closer

of the counselor

igence,

universal

class.

the differential

depth of self-exploration

Patients

who were dissimilar

Conclusions

come indexes

the client's

interview.

1967) and social

to assess

to the co-operative

Secondly,
trends

in

groups and culture .

• • . helpers, functioning
in a therapeutic
contect, whether as
professional
the rapeutic agents for a non-professional
"peer
therapist"
may benefit from the importance and status associated
with this role.
They also receive support from the implicit
thesis "I must be well if I help others."
(Reissman, 1965, p. 31)
Comparative
Sines,
therapy
patients.

studies
Silver

offered

by psychiatric

Their results

the experimental
Inventory

and Lucero (1961) studied

profiles

aides with chronic

indicated

and control

the effectiveness

no statistical

group.

of the experimental

of the

hospitalized

psychiatric

difference

Minnesota Multipurpose

between
Personality

group, however, appeared

to be more
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improved than those
value of therapy

of the control

by psychiatric

group.

aides

The authors

and research

and Brown, 1966) have begun to produce positive

pists:

of lay persons.
psychiatrists,

and nonprofessional

aides.

as four groups in a treatment
The patients'
directly
after

These therapists

On this

basis,

directly

setting

the treatment

success

remained fun ct ional outside

51 months.

A breakdown of percentage

groups showed that:

ers patients,

Thus, within
psychological

those abilities

however, this

lay hospital
industrial

of return

patients,

study,

of the psychiatrist.

for the varied
aides

therapist.

including

patients

the nonprofessional's
is at least

The results

patients,

attendents,

discussed
training

a volunteer

the trainees

work-

returned

to

ability

as effective

suggest

was not further

They found that

treatment

. to

as are

a difference

worker and psychologist

and Truax (1965) implemented their
personnel,

for at least

23 per cent of the social

and the social

difference

could be

of the hospital

growth in others

between the nonprofessional

Carkhuff

this

failure.

71 per cent of the patient

and 20 per cent of the psychologists

the hospital.

workers not

~roups .

36 per cent of the psychiatric

34 per cent of the psychiatrists

groups,

of nonprofessionals

of the study indi cate d that

postulates.

Return to the hospital

of professional

population

facilitate

program.

workers

were utilized

was judged as a therapeutic

compared to the success

Results

social

were judged by social

connected with the treatment
from that

psychiatric

the

as thera-

program based upon Existentialist

lev el s of functioning

release

(Zunker

concerning

(1963) included

psychologists,

psychiatric

designs

findings

Mendel and Rapport

clinical

the

based on the above results.

Refinement of measurement techniques

abilities

questioned

led

by the authors.
and a group of
worker,

and an

were able to function

at levels

which were commensurate with effective

more experienced
period

therapists.

of 100 hours,

effective

graduate

abilities

Poser

Results
students

in f ac ilitating

Changes in psychological
group therapy

served

test

achieved

workers .
naive

traditional
facilitation

of 295 patients

that

in rel atively

that

the results

and after
change.

the lay theraa nd social.

may have been due to the
him to respond

The authors

behavior

further

more freely
suggested

nor necessary

that

for

the

change in the mental patient.

118) indicated

that

extensive

lay per s ons could be trained
short

behavior
that

train-

therapists.

before

than psychiatrists

programs were ne it her optimal

(1968b,p,

which demonstrated

growth.

group indicated

moods and feelings.

of therapeutic

could achieve

a group of professional

results

of

training

st udents who had no prior

of the layman which allowed

training

Carkhuff

levels

proposed

practices

in a short

for therapeutic

control

better

The authors

enthusiasm

with

as the criterion

slightly

to the patient's

tive

psychological

performance

Comparison with an untreated

that

and lay personnel

(1966) compared undergraduate

ing or expe ri ence in psychology,

pists

suggested

therapeutic

periods

evidence

exist

to function

at facilita-

of time.

Both carefully
screened college graduates interested
in
school guidance activities
and unselected
volunteers
from the
school, hospital
and comnrunity at large demonstrate change in
the direction
of more facilitative
functioning
on dimensions
related
to constructive
client
change or gain in training
periods ranging from 20 hours to 1 year.
The author
persons
least

further

st ate d that

were able to demonstrate
the same or better

practitioners.

in directly

change in their

comparable
patients

than the change in patients

studies,
that

lay

was at

of professional

1.5
Friendship

variables

Maslow (19.54), Schofield
have concluded
potentially

that

and that

they render

ward the ways in which friendships

that

relationship

a strong,

are

stabilizing

effect

mental health.

Krumboltz (1968, p. 6) suggested

therapists

19.59) and others

et al.,

the dynamics of the friendship

therapeutic

on a person's

(1964), (Fiedler

need to teach their

that

be directed

are developed and suggested

clients

they in turn may experience

investigation

close

that

how to develop relationships
contacts

to-

so

with other people.

We need to examine much more clearly the way in which s olid
friendships
are developed, and we must take pains to teach clients
how to develop solid relation ships so that there is a mutual giving
and receiving.
(Krumboltz, 1968, p. 6)
Pierce
and trained

and Drasgow (1969) selected
them to function

in a more interpersonally

They were compared with inpatients
had received

drugs,

seven male psych iatric

individual

levels

psychiatric

than the control

patients

ing in a short

time.

In addition

in improving interpersonal

at significantly

groups.

could improve their

control

or group therapy.

mental group was found to be functioning
personal

facilitative

in four different

therapy,

Results
level

further

The experihigher

inter-

indicated

was that

may be taught

manner.

groups who

of interpersonal

a major implication

reltationships

inpatients

that

functionprogress

systematically

and

directly.
Martin,
tive

Carkhuff

conditions

conclusions
nificantly

and Berenson (1966) assessed

offered

by friends

of the study indicated
higher

levels

and professional
that

than the levels

counselors

the levels
counselors.

The

performed at sig-

of friends.

The above study does not appear to be consistent

A study by Laumann (1969) offers

of facilita-

a possible

explanation

with other findings.
for discrepencies
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in findings
assessed

concerning

abilities

the accuracy with which respondents

and characteristics
errors

the facilitative

of their

in accuracy

friends.

occurred,

they were typically

ascribing

his own characteristics

in Martin,

Carkhuff,

and Berenson's

friends

which in fact

reciprocity

of fri ·endship

of contact,

closeness

Greenglass
on subsequent

that

of the fri~pdship,

sought "to determine
was a factor

undergraduates

if the quality

not in counseUng.

Results

proximity.

responsibility

of their
those

indicated

students

that

in counseling

to the quality

to be more accessible
Muehlberg, PiercB,
of Carkhuff's

analysis

of both high functioning

their

that

a single

respective

a "good guy," that

scales

is,

intimate

friends

in each accounted

being friendly,

This factor
likeable,

the results

core conditions.

and low functioning

intercorrelations.

from those

. between sexes

who did not seek counseling

of facilitative

factor

and

or in using friends

and Drasgow (1969) reported

analysis

indicated

relationship

it was found that

to students

friends,

females formed more intimate

with regard

In addition,

variables

with the friend

than males; however, there was no differences
of friend

prior

others.

intimate

relationship

that

help

which pre-

relationship

friendships

therapeutically.

of prior

the hypothesis

and their

that

to frequency

the effects

interpersonal

in

indicated

to extend help to dependent

which differentiated

of the

The subjects

related

and special

of social

Armstrong (1969) investigated
between a group of college

that where

Lauman further

His study supported

it is appropriate

attributes

in the direction

choice was most probably

in the increase

social

study might have seen qualities

did not exist.

help giving.

The author

to his friend.

(1969) was able to demonstrate

help would result
scribes

reported

The study indicated

respondent

their

of friends.

therapist

for practicall~
was identified
and helpful.

tended

services.
of an
The factor
matrices
all

of

as being
These are
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qualities

which are typically

ascribed

to friends.

Bergin and Soloman (1963) examined personality
correlates

of therapist

empathy in psychotherapy.

correlation

between empathy and grade point

Examination

scores.

irrelevance

of formal

for empathic

The author s concluded
training

interchange

studies

(Allen,

the therapeutic

relationship.

those

qualities

people within

friendly

special

Personality

characteristics

level

A further

Rogers

assumption

successful

facilitator

role.

of the therapist.
results

by

He
becoming

11

individuals

who are seen as being

A common finding

with others

individual

whose ability

allows them to experience

these

findings

of Rogers as indicated

1967 ; Parsons

which had investigated

is that

is one who has a tendenc y toward inner

He is an intraceptive

regard,

might be

(1957, p. 101) did not feel

had many valuable

of those

in the helper-therapist

In this

for the

to emerge (Brams, 1961; Freeman,

successful

selves.

should

results."

characteristics

freely

which are found in
therapist

1968; Nonnan et al ., 1969) from research

feelings

of the friendship

of facilitators

is beginning

the personality

62).

ties.

training

is not one of these

p.

the variables

knowledge was required

a therapist

formulations

the

the community would have the same character-

intellectual

A pattern

that

therapist.

professional

that

expression.

suggested

beyond a certain

Thus, the successful

friendship

as the successful

and Parker,

the data

which are seen as being nece~sary

that

observed

that

of

or Graduate Record

1967) might be the same variables

of close

that

averages

or intelligence

suggested

establishment

istics

They found a lack

understanding.

The previous

evidence

and performance

their

the

emotional
to share

his

own inner

are in accord with the theoretical

in Ard (1966),

and of Jourard

(1964,
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Effective
therapists
seem to follow this implicit hypothesis:
if they are themselves in the presence of the patient,
avoiding
compulsions to silence,
to reflection,
to interaction,
to impersonal techniques,
and kindred character disorders,
but instead striving
to know their patients,
involving themselves in
his situation,
and then responding to his utterances
with their
spontaneous selves, this fosters growth •••.
by accumulated
It is my growing opinion, somewhat buttressed
work, that valued change-growth
experience in my own therapeutic
in patients
is fostered when the therapist
is a rather free
individual
functioning
as a person with all his feelings and
1964, p. 62)
fantasies
as well as his wits.
(Jourard,
Miller

(1965) found that people perceived

scored lower on a factor

of emotional

as being least

The author

dicated

that

helpful.
the helping

through this

behavior,

as being more helpful

stability

than those persons

hypothesized

that

person is able to express

the findings

his feelings

students

Comparison of psychological
the students'
from their
ever,

control
that

who did not participate

tests,

freshman year,

evidence

orientated,

students

for a companion se rv ice program with mental health

to a group of col]ege

and

did not differentiate

counterparts

in any clinical

the companion group

who had
patients

in the program.

which had been administered

more morall y concerned,

ed than the control

in-

t o be knowable and open to others.

Knapp and Holzberg (1964, p . 86) compared college
volunteered

seen

during

the experimental
respect.

was slightly

more compassionate,

group

There was, how-

more religiously
and more introvert-

group •

. • . It is suggested that the Companion Program serves as an
outlet for certain impulses of human generosity and altruism which
is not normally available
to students in the college environment.
So far as our evidence indicates,
the companions were more idealistic in temper, more capable of generosity,
less concerned with
personal gain, and more responsive to religious
values than their
associates
who have not elected to join this program.
(Knapp and
Holzberg, 1964, p. 86)
Domino (1967, p. 1694) attempted
medical speciality
subjects

was correlated

were 327 male physicians

to determine

with personality

whether

choice of

characteristics.

who were administered

a series

The
of
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psychological
study po int

tests

in the first

year

toward a measurable

a prospective

doctor

of medical

relationship

and his choice

school.

Results

of the

between the personality

of a specific

of

medical field.

The medical student choosing psychiatry
may be characterized
as flexible
and adaptable in both his intellectural
and interpersonal behavior.
He is marked by an inner restlessness,
a
high need for change, and an inabilit y to tolerate
routine.
His outlook is ide al istic an~ he pos sesses a n intense interest
in and responsiveness
to the needs of othe rs.
He functions
best
in settings
where autonomu and independence are conducive to
achievement.
Although perceptive
a nd insightful,
he tends
also to be self-centered
and .rebellious.
(Domino, 1967, p. 1694)
Frayn (1968, p. 1236) sought . to investigate
rated

ability

and personality

the study indicated
tions

that

were able to agree

therapists.

A high level

as the most competent
pist

in psycho-therapists.

su pervisors

with

of rated

abilities

diverge nt theoretical

agreeme nt for those
suggested

Residents

rated

were d~scribed

between

Findings

on the competency of r esidents

practitioners

characteristics.

the greatest

traits

the relationship

that

by their

of

orienta-

as psychopersons

there

regarded

are core thera-

supervisors

as possessing

a s:

...
being assertive , flexible,
and less concerned about
social conformity,
whole those with less ability
were compulsively rigid with a need to conform,- possibly inhibiting
the patient-therapist
communication and relationship.
(Frayn, 1968,p.1236)
A study by Foulds
understand

his

functioning.

client

Collingwood,
on an earlier
that

noted that

of counselors
own level

poor therapists

appeared

the counselor's

to his

particular

of interpersonal

Hefele,

own level

positive

ability

to

of personal

personality

to be significantly

associated

functioning.

Muehlberg and Drasgow (1970, p. 120) commented

study which pertained

good therapists

that

seems to be related

The author

characteristics
with their

(1969) disclosed

to the Carkhuff

are consistently

are consistently

low.

scales.

high on core conditions

They indicated
whereas
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Within the process of psychotherapy,
the effective
therapist
consistently
provides a facilitating
high matrix of conditions
that touch the areas of being a "good guy" with good diagnosis
and good modes of directive
action.
All areas of his high
functioning
are but symptoms of an effective
therapist
who is
a more knowing person and actively
directs
his energy toward
client gain.
Apparently what the good therapist
does, he is
consistently
helpful,
constructive,
and effective.
We have taken a strong inside position by looking into
our therapist's
case histories
and inside our matrices.
Between these two expressions
of beingness,
the single factor
taps a deeper level and suggests that everything a person
does consistently
reflects
himself.
We see that this factor
goes beyond the therapeutic
hour and carries with it similar
consistencies
in behavior and performance in other areas of
life.
The successful
therapist
is evidently more than just
a ther ap ist:
he is a person who acts successfully,
has the
confidence of being successful,
and looks successful.
All
this reflects
his consistency
of effectiveness
in life.
(Collingwood, Hefele, Muehlberg and Drasgow, 1970, p. 120)
Prestige

factors

Krumboltz
factors

(1968, p. 6) discussed

might be an important

The author

suggested

some prestige

factor

that

variable

a counselor

the extent

to which presitge

in the counseling

situation.

might be effective

because

of

which he displays.

The clients
of other professions
seem impressed with outward displays of prosperity,
such as which carpets on the floor,
expensive furniture,
spacious office and reception
rooms with
gracious secretaries.
Professional
degrees, diplomas and certificates displayed on the wall suggest to the client that the
counselor is not one who has arrived at his position without
gaining the respect of some relevant
groups. (Krumboltz, 1968, p.
The above hypothesis
findings

(1960) that

appears

patients

to be related

of experienced

more improvement when compared with patients
therapists.
ability

Bergin
tended

suggesting
their

that

ability.

therapists

a maturational

accurate

to the age of the therapist,
process

tended

and Vogel's
to show

seen by inexperienced

and Soloman (1963) found that

to be related

to Cartwright

influences

6)

empathic
therefore

the development

of
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Price
lor1s

and 1verson

personality

conforming
as either

(1969) used 120 students

attributes.

Counselors,

or nonconforming
trainees

who were perceived

verbal

appeared

commitment to helping

in the helping

expertness

impressions

.

status

counselors

on would-be

clients.

counselors

express

to the process

a
was

of establishing

relationship.
(1970) attempted

expertness

and its

some control

to evaluate
influence

of the study supported

exerts

that

Thus, a commitment principle

importance

and Schmidt
counselor

indicated

to be a demand that

the client

seen as being of primary

Results

and were ascribed

and who conformed with role

aspect

uation.

either

as being experienced

A critical

perceived

behavior

provided

counse-

Results

made the most positive

Strong

by design,

to rate

or head counselors.

expectency

rapport

role

in order

the effects

in the counseling

the hypothesis

in influencing

of

that

sit-

portrayed

other people.

Summary
1.

Profe ssion als appear
utilization

2.

to have divergent

of lay persons

wnere professionals

attitu

in the mental health

have become involved

with lay persons,

des towards

the professionals

the

movement.

in training

programs

have become supporters

of

the movement.

J.

Lay helpers
college

are solicited

students

creasing

groups.

being directed
Responsibilities
counseling

5.

and housewives.

Comparative

In this

from a population

However, there

movement toward the utiliz

divergent

4.

predominately

ation

respect,

is an in-

of individuals

increasing

focus

toward members of lower socio-economic
of the lay therapist

and therapy
studies

of

have extended

from
is currently
groups.

to the

interaction.

have focused

on the assessment

of the
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facilitative

ab ilities

of lay ther ap ists

facilitative

abilities

of professionals.

studies

appear

to suggest

relatively

as compared to the
Results

little

of these

difference

between the t wo groups.

6.

Stu dies
that

7.

related

to friendship

a nd personality

the dynamics of these

Prest ige factors

appear

enc ounters

to signific

ab ilit y to effect

constructive

of this

suggests

principle

co mm
unit y might also

be able

suggest

are simil ar.

a ntly

client

that

variables

add t o th e therapist's

change .

An extens i on

su ccessfu l individuals

to effect

similar

in th e

changes.

Object iv e and hypothesis
The National
estim ate d that
of mental
will

Mental Illness

10 per cent of our popu lation

illness

receive

Comm
itt ee Against

a nd that

professional

is inflicted

care.

The obj ect ive of this

of the alterna t e sources

those

who do not utilize

professional

individu als who met the previously

nat ur a l counselor.
in others

Their abi lity

of those persons

study was to

t o facilit

to

assistance.

within

a community a group

stated

definition

of the

ate psychological

growth

a s mea sur ed by the Berenson-Carkhuff

the abilities

individuals

of a id th at are available

This goal was accomplish ed by locating
of those

with some form

only 10 t o 20 per ce nt of these

as s ess one aspect
individuals

(Changi ng Times , 1967)

sc ale was compared to

who are currently

certified,

professional

counselors.
The general
there

will

research

be no significant

of trained

and natural

hypotheses

that:

hypothesis

of this

difference

counselors.

study was, therefore,

between the facilitative

The research

tested

that
abilities

the specific

null
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I.

There is no difference
scale

of empathic

professionally

in ratings

understanding

trained

between those

and are currently

of UtahJ and those

in the state
the established

on the Berenson - Carkhuff

criteriaJ

persons

certified

individualsJ

were classified

who are

counselors

who by meeting
as natural

counselors.
II .

There is no difference
sc a le of facilitative
are pr ofessi onally
counselors

in ratings

on the Berenson - Carkhuff

g enuineness
trained

between those

and are curr e ntly

of UtahJ and those

in the state

by meeting the established

criteriaJ

persons

who

certified
individualsJ

were classified

who
as

natur a l c ounselors.
III.

There is no difference
scale
ally
state

of concreteness
trained

in ratings

between those persons

and are currently

of UtahJ and those

established

criteriaJ

on the Berenson - Carkhuff

certified

individualsJ

were classified

who are profession-

counselors
who by meeting
as natural

in the
the

counselors.
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PROCEDURES
This chapter
investigation.
subject

includes
Specifically,

population

procedure

the details
it

and procedures

incorporates

a description

and sample (2) instruments

and organization

(1)

of

(3)

of measurement

(4) statistical

of data

used in this

(5) a

analysis

summary.
Subject

population

Two groups,
study

sample.

criteria

for

and sample
each consisting

The first

of fifteen

group consisted

certification

scho ol system.

Elder

districts

and Weber school

specialists

Personnel

Cooperation

was given after

by districts

tion,

session

of persons

or places,

confidentiality.
counselors

were informed

who voluntarily

tapes

personnel

co1.mselors

that

identifying
from the tapes

of Logan, Utah.

their
data,

participa

so as to insure

in the study.

of fifteen

individuals

who were selected

bute d in the college

-

such as names

were randomly drawn from the seventeen

by means of a survey which was distri
area

(1969) listed

Each of the thirty

participated

The second group consisted

division

and purpose

directors.

Pr i or to eliciting

would be erased

Fifteen

from the Box

was asked to submit a tape recorded

with a student.

the counselors

who met the

the nature

personnel
Bulletin

and schools.

employed by the two districts
counseling

Services

the

of Utah and were currently

of the study was expl a ined to the pupil
The Utah Pupil

constituted

of counselors

in the state

employed in the public

subjects,

hill

sub-
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This section

was selected

most nearly

approached

communities

(Packard,

area is considered

the mixture

Volunteers

the norms which others

found in most American

class

typically

strive

it

In addition

and many of its

are selected

the

inhabitants

from this

class

1967), and they tend to establish

to achieve

1959; Roach, Gross

(Reissman,

1969).

and Gursslin,
Residents

within

individuals
outside

the College

within
of their

posse ssed the following

their

Hill

section

neighborhood,

neighborhood,

were asked to nominate
and tl1ree individuals

but within

who

the Logan area,

who

characteristics:

They communicate a positive

1.

Mormon City,

1959; Hodges and Lane, 1968).

1963; Cain and Epstein,

(Rioch et al.,

resided

of faiths

to be upper-middle

are professionals.

three

because in a predominantly

respect

and concern for your

feelings.
2.

When they are engaged in conversation
that

they are genuine in that

their

with you, you sense
statements

reflect

their

true feelings.

3.

You would feel

secure

in approaching

these

persons

for help

leaders

or

or advice.
Respondents
professional
istics

counselors,

and are easily

the majority
in their

were asked not to nominate religous
as they typically
located

in the community.

of persons who elected

current

location

possess

the above characterAs indicated

in Tabl e 1,

to respond to the survey have lived

for two or more years.
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Table 1.

Duration
location

of residence

of respondents

in their

current

Percentage

Number

Length of residence

15

17

1 to 2 years

11

12

2 to 3 or more years

66

71

Total

92

1 year

or less

Persons
failed

who have lived

to respond

ity with th eir
Females

neighborhood

as the primary

than two years
expressed

was partially
The majority

hours an d consequently

their

general l y
unfamiliar-

cruse for not participating.

(Table 2) tended to respo nd more frequently

survey was made.

Table 2.

in the area for less

to the survey and frequently

This differentiation

objectives

100

than males .

due to the time of day in which the

of men were worki ng during

did not receive

a first-hand

the afternoon

description

of the

of the study.

Number and percentage

of male and female respondents

Sex

Number

Male

38

42

Female

54

58

Total

92

Percentage

100
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A minimum of five

nominations

in the sample group.
criteria
told

On this

was approached

that

Logan Senior

the criterion

at that

by five

in the study.

or more of their

as natural

time.

for

counselors

the role

explaine d that

of a person

although

counseling.

in a way that

to the
to a study who

It was further

they were to as sume the role

they might best respond

and

in the study that

They were asked to report

seeking

They were

neighbors

High School at an arranged time and to respond

was playing

inclusion

each person who met the established

and asked to participate

tb be considered

was to be conducted

counselor,

basis,

they had been selected

were therefore

constituted

of the school

was natural

for them.

Measurement technique
The Carkhuff
of scales

that

functioning

.

and Berenson

scales

were specifically
Five scales,

were developed

intended

(5), is demonstrated

sc ale

depth of understanding
psychological

The lowest

level

are essentially
is thought

to be a result

facilitative

(1),

each scale

level

within

each

who exhibits

a profound

and thus,

he is able to
interactions.

by those

human encounter.

of a succession

of therapeutic

of functioning

his interpesonal

is evidenced

versions

of retarding

individuals

human relationships.

is viewed as being the minimum level

toward higher
genuineness,

are seen as growing constructively
levels

of functioning

concreteness

(1967a,

1967b) that

on the scales

and self-exploration.
there

is tentative

of

when they move
of empathy,
Carkhuff

evidence

who

This development

functioning.

Individuals

suggest

The highest

growth through

of each scale

levels

levels

and of others,

immune to constructive

(3), within

Level

five

withi n an individual

of himself

facilitate

to assess

each containing

have emerged from the a bove development.

from earlier

regard,

and Berenson

which indicates
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that

counselors

and therapists

range in their

average

level

of function-

ing between levels

(1) and (4), with a mean of approx imately

no formal validity

studies

scales,

some measures

Shapiro,

of construct

scales;

genuiness , and personally
investigation.

(Truax and Carkhuff,

because

the scales

a nd were,therefore,
because

than initial

repetitive.
it appeared

interchanges.

do measure the variables
to operationally
to be limited

limit

were utilized

Primarily,

the use of all

of empathy and regard

facilitative

and self-exploration

of a number of factors.
precluded

appeared
The scale

1964;

studies.

concreteness

of regard

Although

toward the Berenson-Carkhuff

empathic understanding,

relevant

The scales

ing time available

excluded

validity

1968) are emerging from research

Three of the five

utilized

have been directed

(2) .

were not

the limited

of the scales.
to assess

in the

train-

Secondly,

the same variables

of self-exploration

was

to apply to ongoing interactions

rather

The selected
of empathy,

the areas

to the extent

genuineness,

studied.

in scope to the factors

scales,

that

and concreteness,

they
serve

Thus, the study itself

tends

which the Beren son-Carkhuff

scales

assess.
Empathy (Figure

1) is related

to the therapist's

continuing

level

of understanding.
Ability to communicate at high levels of empathic understanding appears to involve the therapist's
ab ility
to allow
himself to experience or merge in the experience of the client,
reflect
upon this experience while suspending his own judgment,
tolerating
his own anxiety,
and communicating this understanding
to the client.
(Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967a, p. 27)
Per sonally
of specific
content,

relevant

feelings

concreteness

and experiences,

by both therapist

an d client.

(Figure

2) involves

regardless

of their

the expression
emotional
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Level 1: Responses of the first
person either do not attend to or
detract
significantly
from the expressions
of the second person in
that they communicate significantly
less of the second person 1 s
feelings
then the second person has communicated himself.
Level 2: While the first
person does respond to the expressed feelings
noticof the second person, he does so in such a way that he subtracts
ably from the affective
communication of the second person .
expressions
of the first
person in
Level 3 : The verbal or behavioral
responses to the verbal or behavioral
expressions
of the second person
are essentially
interchangable
with those of the second person in that
they express essentially
the same affect and meaning.
person add noticeably
to the
Level 4: The responses of the first
expressions
of the second person in such a way as to express feelings
a level deeper then the second person was able to express himself.
person 1 s responses add significantly
to the feelLevel S: The first
ings and meaning of the second person in such a way as to express
accurately
feelings
levels below what the person himself was able to
express or, in the event of ongoing deep self-exploration
on the
second person's
part, to be fully with him in his deepest moments.
Note:
The first
person refers to the counselor,
therapist,
or parent.
The second person refers to the clie nt, student

Figure

1.

Berenson and Carkhuff
understanding.

1

s five

point

scale

teacher
or child.

of empathic
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Level 1: The first
person leads or allows all discussions
with the
second person to deal only with vague and anonymous generalities.
Level 2: The first
person frequently
leads or allows discussions
of
material personally
relevant
to the second person to be dealt with on
a somewhat vague and abstract
level.
Level 3:
personally

The first
relevant

person enables the second person to discuss
material
in specific
and concrete terminology.

Level 4: The first
person frequently
is helpful
person to develop fully in concrete and specific
instances
of concern.
person is always helpful
Level 5: The first
that the second person may discuss fluently,
specific
feelings
a nd experiences.
Figure

2.

Berenson
relevant

The dimension
insures

that

the feelings
more accurate
and corrections
client

and Carkhuff's
concreteness .

of concreteness

five

the therapist's

responses

and experiences

of the client.

understanding

to specifically

attend

scale

three

of personally

functions.

First,

do not become too distant

of the client

of misunderstandings.

in guiding discussion
so
directly
and completely

point

serves

in enabling the second
terms almost all

Second,
and thus

Third,

to problem areas

it

it

from

encourages

allows

directly

it

a

clarification
influences

as well as emotional

conflicts.
The third

scale,

to which the therapist's

facilitative
statements

genuineness,

refers

seem to reflect

to the degree

his true

feelings.

the
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Level 1: The first
personts
expressions
are clearly unrelated
to what
other cues indicate
he is feeling at the moment, and/or the first
person's
only genuine responses are negative in regard to the second person and
appear to have a tot ally distractive
effect upon the second person.
Level 2: The first
person's
responses are slightly
unrelated
to what
the other cues indicate
he is feeling at the moment, or when his
responses are genuine, they are negative in regard to the second
person; the first
person does not employ his negative reactions
constructively
as a basis for fuether inquiry.
Level 3:
verbalizes
providing
the second

The first
person provides no discrepancies
between what he
and what other cues indicate
he is feeling,
while also
no positive
cues to indicate
really genuine responses to
person.

person
Level 4: The first
responses
(whether genuine
the sec ond person .

presents
positive
cues indicating
or negative)
in a nondestructive

genuine
manner to

Level 5: The first
person 's expre ssions indicate
that he is freely
and deeply himself in his relationship
with the second person; he is
completely spontane ous in his interaction
and open to experiences
of
all types, both pleasant
and hurtful;
in the event of hurtful responses,
the f aci litator's
comments are employed constructively
to open further
area s of inquiry for both the facilitator
and the second person.

3.

Figure

Berenson and Carkhuff'
genuineness.

Genuineness
ness.

implies

a direct

Thus, the therapist's

for the client

personal

sincerity

of five

and were utilized

program which followed
and in the process
structive

point

scale

of facilitative

encounter

without

in the encounter

defensive-

offers

a model

to follow.

In summary, three
were selected

s five

client

scales
in this

the suggestions

they acquired
outcome.

utilized
study.

by Carkhuff
Raters

of Carkhuff

interpresonal

and Berenson

were trained

and Berenson

skills

related

in a

(1967a)

to con-
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Procedure

and organization

Rater

training

individuals
sessions

program.

who were able

Cooperation

was requested

train

graduate

sc a les.

and natural

and permission

practicum

therapists.

of the three

was rated

levels

was focused

than toward a global

to the client's
In this
client

way, the students
statements.

the patient's

scales

recorded

before

Thus, students

in the trainAt the outset,

samples

dynamics.

of experienced

interaction

rather

Response

interaction

were discussed
students

critically

high level

to focus

and to develop

ability

in

were asked to reply

they heard the therapist's

learned

in

conditions.

on the immediate

were able to apply

communications

to

and were given practice

of therapeutic

In addition,

verbalizations

Univer-

basis,

to participate

and then findings

a give and take grou p session.

at Utah State

once a week.

impressi on of client

by each student

respective

on a voluntary

sessions

were expo s ed to tape

Attention

with their

Department

volunteered

training

disc rimin at ing the different
The students

counselors

counseling

in the use of the Berenson-Carkhuff

students

were given copies

was to produce

the tape-recorded

was given,

students

ing program and attended

of training

rate

of the Counseling

Three graduate

trainees

The objective

t o accurately

of the certified

clients.
sity

of data

reply.

responses

to

on the meaning of
in verbalizing

these

meanings.
Frequent
Surprisingly,

assessment
scores

was made of the ratings

were typically

did occur it did not extend
Each student
10 minutes

rated

was devoted

were rated

close

beyond one scale

a total

of thirty

by each rater

of the tape were randomly attended
two tapes

quite

in a given

of the trainees.
and where deviation

value.

taped

sessions.

A minimum of

to a given tape and three
to during

session.

the rating.

All tape recorded

sections

A maximum of
sessions
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were referred

to by randomly drawn numbers which were alternately

ed to individual
Training
the natural

tapes

counselor

interaction
groups

in role-playing

of tapes

and submitted

selected

person.

This

To make both

students

from the

in the interaction

with the

counse lo rs.
were enrolled

unteered

to participate

playing

in a counseling

in a class

in the study.
session

fortable.

role-playing,

ons.

eacn student

name and class

schedule.

A short

demonstration

Upon completion

submitted

of this

The students

were informed

before

in

introduction

that

each scheduled
center

their

to
his

names

counseling
in accordance

procedure.
were instructed

to lif e as possible,

being called,

most com-

a card on which was written

to relate

as though he were the scho ol counselor.

was the setting

and they

with the researcher

They would be summoned to the counseling

The students

of role-

to the students

interacted

would be randomly drawn immediately

with normal school

art s and vol-

in which they would feel

A number of the students
group demonstrati

in theatre

was presented

were then asked to work up a role

session.

in which he

of another

to the raters.

as possible

High School were utilized

Each member of

in a situation

to the needs and feelings

as identical

These students

further

techniques.

sample was involved

was recorded

Logan Senior
natural

from the sample groups.

of students

was asked to respond

assign-

to the natural

To make the situation

the room, used by counselors

for the student--"lay
the students

reported

menced their

discussion

assumed that

both groups of certified

would appear

identical

counselor"

interchange.

In this

counselors

as true

in the high school,

to the counselor 's office

with the counselor.

to the raters.

counselor

After
and com-

manner, it was

and natural

counselors
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Statistical

analysis

A two way analysis
for

of variance

was performed

each of the Berenson-Carkhuff

well-known

technique

group scores
level

permitted

scales

a]°' assessment

as well as accounting

of F was established

utilized

on the raters

scores

in the stud y.

This

of significance

for rater

between

reliability.

The critical

.05 level.

at the

Delimitations
The role-playing
in, permitted
likely

situation

a study

which the natur al counselors

of the types

of behaviors

to occur in the act ua l counseling

on the other
accurate

hand, were artificial

indication

subjects

become deeply involved

at least

for the moment, that

Thus, the research
setting

that

was nearly

in a role-pl
limited

indicated

in the submission

seventeen

out of thirty

in a role-playing
been able

their

counselors
certified

ability

counselors

one.

11

a

interaction.

were not also
involvement

in the study.
counseling

This was

sessions

by only

to participate

even fewer of them would have

Because of divergent

submitted

most

to provide

Had they been required

to an initial

that

and many seem to forget,

counseling

to participate

most likely,

typically

appears

Their professional

were consequently

were subjected
counselors

to the actual

counselors.

to cooperate .

"it

in an attempt

of tape-recorded

situation,

a number of variables

that

th at the certified

seriously

may not have given an

is an artificial

was designed

ay ing situation.

are

The circumstances,

in the situation,

identical

that

would have behaved in a natural

the situation

procedure

It was unfortunate
involved

and therefore

Borg (1967, p. 253) suggested

environment.

a nd interactions

encounter.

of how the individual

participated

treatment

uncontrolled.
interview
recordings

of the two groups,
The natural

setting,

whereas,

of counseling

the
sessions
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that

were well beyond the initial

the natural

counselors

of counseling
tified

were placed

as such.

counselors,

in relating

Thus, having

one group involved

in an artific

i al environment
training

in a natural

is a serious

setting

purposes.

by their

requirement

own degree

of the study,

rater

and the other

a second source

A rater

for twenty weeks was the maximum time that
a basic

students.
group

limit at ion in the study.

to ten hours per week would have been desirable
imposed on the raters

from

to role-playing

demands made upon graduate

for training

set of the cer -

may have differed

who responded

program constituted

Because of the extended
time was available

clients,

in which

not be representative

the psychological

to real

counselors,

The situation

may,therefore,

In addition,

the set of the natural

The rater

interchange.

of limit at ion.

students,

not enough

involvement

of eight

but due to limitations

requirements,

an hour per week

they could contribute.

accuracy,

Thus,

was not adequately

insured.
A third
certified
were,

source

counselors.

in effect,

of limitation

Those certified

volunteers.

the survey approach

was the proce dure used in selecting

utilized

person

This selecti
in selecting

who took part

in the study

on method was not similar
natural

counselors.

the

to
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FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The present
nasural

study was undertaken

counselors

in comparison

to a ssess

to those

easily

The obj ec -

ive s ource s of aid are

that

located

abi liti

wit hin each community.

In presenting
each hypothesis
in reporting

th e data , the hypotheses
have been included.

may be

were formulated

regarding

th e facilita-

a nd the results

The statistical

the dat a was the two-way a nalysis

constituted

to

coun s elors.

Win er 1 s (1962 , p . 302) two-factor
one factor

questions

assistance.

who are able

acquaintances

Three hypotheses

to answer specific

es of the natural

profess ional

untra i ned persons

per sonal growth exper ienc es among their

which were designed
tive

coun sel ors .

indi vidu als who do not uti lize

It was previou sl y suggested
facilitate

of

to professional

tive of the study was to determ in e if alternat
ava il able

the effectiveness

bearing

technique

of variance.

statistical

formula

utilized
Specifically,

exper imen t with repeated

the particular

on

measures

on

used in the

study.
Analysis

of specifi

Hypothesis
Carkhuff

scale

professionally

c hypothe ses

I.

There is no difference

of empathic
trained

understanding

criteria,

were classified

Table 3 contains
counselor

between those

and are currently

stat e of Utah, and th ose individuals,
a s natural

a comparison

in r at ings on the Berenson-

ce rtified

persons

counselors

who are
in the

who by meeting the established
counselors.
of the natural

gr oups on the Berenson-Carkhuff

counselor

sc a le of empathy.

and certified
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Table J.

Source

Analysis of variance of the natural and certified
scores on the Berenson-Carkhuff
scale of empathy

Sum of
squares

of variation

Between subjects

Within

I
subjects

Mean
squares

Degrees of
fre ed om

1

F test
value

31.24

29

1.08

.06

1

.06

31.10

28

1.11

24.17

60

.40

. 76

2

.JS

.91

.11

2

.06

.14

23 .JO

56

.42

Between groups
Error

couns elors

Between judges

.05

I

Interaction
of
judges and groups
Error

II

From Table
significance

it may be seen that

j

and therefore

HyPothe s is II.
Carkhuff

scale

trained

of Utah, an d those
were clas sified

counselor

4

genuineness

and are currently

individuals

as natural

groups

approach

is not rejected.
in ratings

between those
certified

, who by meeting

on the Berensonperson s who are

counselors

in the state

the establ ished

criteria,

counselors.

contain s a compar is on of the natural

From Table
signifi

_hypothesis

There is no difference

of facilitative

profess ion ally

Tabl e

·the null

none of the F values

on the Berenson-Carkhuff

s cale

counselor

and certified

of facilitative

genuineness.

4 it may be seen th at none of the F va lues approach

cance and therefore

the null

hypothesis

is not rejected.
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4.

Table

Analysis of variance of the natural and certified
counselors'
scores on the Berenson-Carkhuff
scale of facilitative
genuineness

Sum of
squares

Source of variation

Degrees of
freedom

Mean
squares

F test
value

34.95

29

1.21

.14

1

.14

34.81

28

1.24

18.00

60

.JO

Between judges

.16

2

.08

.25

Interaction
of
judges and groups

.08

2

.04

.13

17.76

56

.J2

Between subjects
Between groups
Error
Within

I
subjects

Error

II

Hypothesis
Carkhuff
trained
those

scale

III.

There is no difference

of concreteness

and are currently
individuals,

as natural
Table
counselor

certified

persons

counselors

on the Berenson-

who are professionally

in the state

who by meeting the established

of Utah, and

criteria,

were classified

counselor

and certified

counselors.

5

contains

groups

From Table
significance

between those

in ratings

.11

a comparison

of the natural

on the Berenson-Carkhuff

5

it may be seen that

and therefore

the null

scale

of concreteness.

none of the F values
hypothesis

approach

is not rejected.
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Table 5.

Analysis of variance of the natural and certified
counselors'
scores on the Berenson-Carkhuff
scale of concreteness

33.66

Between subjects

29

.os

Between groups

1

Mean
squares

F test
value

1.16

.os

.42

33.61

28

1.20

28.00

60

.47

Between judges

.41

2

.21

,43

Interaction
of
judges and groups

.37

2

.19

,39

27 .22

56

.49

Error
Within

I
subjects

Error

ed.

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

Source of variation

II

In summary, findings

related

None of the F ratios

approached

precluding

rejection

to each of three
the

of any of the null

.05 level
hypotheses.

hypothesis

were present-

of significance,

thereby
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DISCUSSION
Included

in this

chapter

is a discu ssion

the study as well as a discussion
natural

counse l or group .

Overall

re sults

Results
sistency

Table 6 presents
utilized

Table 6.

of non-objective

of the study must be interpreted

wit h which the raters
the rater

of the overa ll
data

inter-reliability

of

concer nin g the

in relation

s cored counselor-client

results

to the coninter ac tion.

data for the three

scales

in the study.

Rater inter-reli
abil ity
of empathy, genuineness,

on the Beren s on- Carkhuff
and concreteness

Mean squ are s
between peop le

Mean squares
wi thin people

Scale

s cal es

i tya

Reliabil

Empathy

.40

1.0 8

.63

Genuine ness

.J O

1.21

. 75

Concreteness

.4 7

1.16

.60

aThe formula
128)

utilized

1 -

to as s ess reliability

Mean squares
Mean squares

scales

did not approach

adequate

interpretati

(Winer,

1962, p.

within people
between people

As indic ate d in Table 6, rater
Carkhuff

was:

inter-reliability

a level

on of the results.

that

on the Berenson-

is usually

necessary

This low reliability

for

may be
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attr i buted t o a number of factors.
consistently

.

First,

This would indicate

that

the raters

may not have rated

a twenty-hour

training

pr ogram

is not adequate .

A seco nd factor
reliability

which may account

may have been the homogeneity

counselor

groups .

appeared

It

is feasible

of th e professional

to propo se that

to be so much alike , the raters

between them.

Inve sti gation

most of the scores

because

app roached

the extremes,

on a given

individual

reliability

.

fell
slight

indicates

near the center

of the scale

variance

within

.

Thus,
and few

be tween the raters'

may have resulted

in a lowering

are clustered

between th e two groups .
that

on the three

conclusions

If most of the scores

and natural

to differentiate

raw scores

deviation

that

there

Ana lysis

the groups

s cores

of inter-rater

together,

which they

is extremely

of variance

is greater

ater

the t wo gr oups

to conf i rm this

to be , one might then conclude

difference

because

were unable

of the raters'

sc ale s (see Appendix D) appears

appear

for pa r t of the low inter-r

little

additi ona lly

than variance

between

I

the groups .
that

This discussion

shall

therefore

proceed

the two groups were homogenious in regard

the Beren s on- Carkhuff
Carkhuff
generated

scales

(1968b) r a ised a number of per tin ent issues

in r elat i on t o a discussion

treatise

to the variable

directl

y pertain

and s o furth er discussion

s which

as s essed .

functi oning of lay and professional
in this

with the a ssumpti on

will

concerning

wer e

the differential

Many of the points

helpers.
t o the directi

be related

that

raised

on of the present

to the cogent points

study

raised

by Carkh uff.
The above auth or first
in f aci litative
specified

that

techniques

indic ated

that

in a sh ort period

the pro fessi onal trainee

lay persons
of time.

does not appear

ca n be trained
He further
to have gai ned
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in facilitative
have lost

abilities

some of the abilities

The present
ious way.
trained

that

study may account

If there

person,

reasonable

ing would significantly

in the facilitative

as assessed

to propose

is as effective
to cl ient

that

as the professionally

Although the pre s ent study
to possess

natur a l facilitative

drawn sample of persons
skills.

of the untrained

train-

group,
growth in

Thus, if the untrained

person

individual,

training

what benefits

program offer?

sought to loc ate individuals
ab ilities,

who appeared

one wonders if a randomly

from the community would not exhibit

At a ny r at e , t he conclusions

scales,

for facilitating

trained

growth does the professional

of the

a minimum of effective

vehicles

person.

abilities

by the Berenson-Carkhuff

add to the abilities

than the pr ofes sional

and may, in fact,

for the above conclusio ns in a parsimon-

making them more effective

a client

experience

he began with.

is no difference

and untrained

it would appear

thereby

from his training

of the present

the same

study would tend

~

to support

the noti on that

a number of untrained

community would be as effective
counselors

For example,

did persons

are necessary

who alrea dy possess
counselors
that

for

may be raised

a s are professional

in relation

who are presently
counseling,

these

abilities?

counselors

select

research

group,

of skilled

discussion.

develop

the skills

attract

individuals

It must be pointed

may make up for selection

the need for further

to this

or does counseling

did no worse than a highly

training

suggests

others

in a given

.

A number of questions

that

in aiding

persons

out that

therefore
persons.

and clarification

suggesting
This area

of the effects

of tr ain ing.
A further

directed

extension

in the discussion

toward the domain of res ponsibility

of the present

trained

study

in the counseling

is
or
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therapeutic

relationship.

If the ability

growth in others

is not limited

seem appropriate

to utilize

si onal s ?

Shou ld it

solely

not be contingent

sh arpen and refine

is to ai d others,
sions

of non-professionals
Carkhuff
treated

upon the s oc ial

that

into

proposed

a nd untreated

their

that

the help of untrained

service

institutions
abilities

primary

in the helping

stan ce aga inst

purpose

profes-

the intrusion

area?
ant differences

bet ween

groups a s evide nced in the Eysenck (1965) a nd
"may be accou nted for by the possibility

in the

1

untreated

lay perso ns."

that

1

Findings

co nclusion.

counselor

conditions

control

groups sought

of the present

Thus, the individual

would most likely

he would find

receive

by placing

The fifteen

who sought
the equivalent

himself

in the care

dat a
natural

survey which requested
number of years
location,

counselors

of residence

and participation

their

education,

in community organizations
levels

at tained

to a short

occupation,

in the community and in their

Table 7 indic ates the educational
counselors.

were a sked to respond

dat a concerning

out

stud y

of the profe ssion al.
Non-objective

not

of non-profes-

If their

the lack of signific

would t end to co nfirm this
help fr om the natural

would it

counseling

skills?

the mental health

some of the patients

facilitative

with natural

a defensive

(1957, p. 125) studies

Levitt

needed skills

must the prevail in g traditions

cont inu e to encourage

psychological

to the professional,

the critically

to devel op means of l oca tin g persons
and to further

t o facilitate

present

.
by the natural

Table 7,

Educational

levels

attained

by the natural

counselor

Number of persons that
attained
a given level

Educational

level

High school

education

0

1 year of college

1

2 years

of college

0

3 years

of college

2

Bachelor
Master

5

degree
degree

Doctorate

3

4

degree

It is apparent
counselors

have earned
counselor
there

class

seven of the persons
a degree

counselor.

that

classified

is equivalent

Another five

counterparts.

stated,

Thus, as far

of the natural

to be little

difference

the natural

counselors

as educational

the occupation

possessed
counselors
professional

attainment

between the two groups.
were selected

segment of the community and therefore
Table 8 indicates

as natural

to that

a degree which is not far removed from their

appears

viously

that

have earned

by the certified

group

these

or profession

is concerned,
As pre-

from an upper-middle
results

were expected.

of the natural

counselors.
It
quite
change.

is apparent

diverse

that

the experiences

and they thus

of the natural

may add to the counselor-client

counselor
inter-

are

Table 8 .

Occupat i on or profes sion of the natural

Occupation
College
Public

counselor

Number of persons

or profession

professor
school

Mechanical

teacher

1

1

engineer

Dentist

1

Housewife
Businessman
District
religious

3

coordinator
institutes

for
1

Table 9 indicates

natural

cou nselor

participat

i on in community

organizations.

Table 9 ,

Natural

counselor

Organiza ti ona

participation

in community

Number of pe rs ons
pa rtici pat in g

Boy Scout s of America
Chamber of Commerce
Church leadership
act ivities
Junior Chamber of Commerce
Kiwanis
Parent -Teach er Association
Rotary Club
United Fund
University
organizations
aWomens' membership in auxiliary
in the parent group.

organizations

Pre sidencies
and vice
presidencies
and
chairmanships
held
l

1
2

4
2
l

organizations

have been included
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The prev i ous t able indicates
i nvolved in community affairs
i mportance

in local

that

the na tural

c ounselor

tends

and, on the average , has held positions

organizations.

He is,

th ere fore,

most likely

indicate,
tive

and his pre stig e, a s pr ev i ously cited

may ad d to his natural

facilitative

ab ility

of

seen

by per s ons who come in co nt act with him a s being an influ ential
wit hin the community

to be

leader

studi es

to effect

construc-

change in others.
Ten of the natural

has resided
lived

within

in their

counselors

the community for twelve

present

location

are somewhat mislead i ng .
extends
years

for five

in the present

location

median number of years
.

years .

years,

extends

These average

year s, and the median for years

in the community for many years
methods for functioning
In summary,

Thus the natural

with in the social

the natural

educational

counselors

levels

theypossessed

add to the counselor-client
members of the community.
the y tend to be familiar
the social

Thus the

location

system.

are more

in the

in the present
counselor

has been

and tend s to be fam ili ar with effective
system .
were s el ected from an upper-

middle cla ss s egment of th e community and, as expected,

Additionally,

in the comm
unity

from one to ten years.

years .

figures

an d the range for number of

in the community and the present

was six and one-half

equivalent

year s, having

The median for the number of year s of residence

community was eighteen
location

and one - half

The range of number of years

from one year to forty -six

appropriate

are male and,on the average , the group

as their
a wealth

professi
of diverse

interchange.

onal counterparts.
experiences

that

They are typically

Having been in the local
with effective

evidenced

could

influential

area for many years,

meth ods f or functioning

within
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SUMMARY,
CONCLUSIONS,ANDRECCMMENTIATIONS
Summary
Need for the study.
who, although

untrained

Within

in the techniques

able to facilitate

positive

Although research

concerning

focus

on the potential

area.

If there

facilitate
there

each community there

the natural

psychol ogy , are

counselor

acquaintances.

is sparse,

is a closely

people within

is it

not reasonable

study is concerned

present

lack of knowledge regarding

individuals

Purpose
aspect

of the study.

The purpose
sources

who do not utilize

Methods a nd procedure s.
persons,

were utilized

professional

those

school

of aid that

are availaole

Two groups,

counselors

each consisting

The profess ion al counselors

situati

group were

wherea s the sec ond group was selected

to nominate them as natural

in a role-playing

to those

of fifteen

Members of the first

which led at least

in the school

one

profes si onal as sist ance .

in the study.

po ss essed characteristics

with a student

who may be class-

of the study was to assess

from a segment of the community of Logan, Utah .

neighborhood

is the

counselors.

of the alternative

individuals

can

the community who are doin g the same

The problem then , with which this

as natural

related

to assume that

thing?

ified

current

who, with a minimum of training,

growth in others,

are untrained

individuals

among their

of lay personnel

are lay therapists

personal

of therapeutic

growth experiences

contributions

exist

f ive persons

group
in their

counselors.

tape-recorded

setting.

The latter

a counseling

The natural

on with a trained

session

counselors

high school

student.

took part
This
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interaction

was held in a counselor's

School so as to closely
professional

Carkhuff
rated

approximate

counselor

group.

students

trained

Graduate
scales,

listened

of empathy,

of the Berenson and

genuineness,

to teach tape

environment

of the

segments of each tape recording

Having one group involved

group in an artificial

environment

in the utilization

Numbers were randomly assigned
.

in the Logan Senior High

the natural

to three

them on the scales

the raters

office

and concreteness.

in order to control

in a natural

nevertheless

and

setting

bias by

and the other

was viewed as a limitation

of the study.
Because the raters
ing program,
basic

this

were not able to devote more time to the train-

constituted

requirement

a second source

of the study,

rater

of limiation.

accuracy,

Thus, a

was not insured.

Conclusions
Findings

related

of the F ratios
level

to each of three

calculated

of significance,

hypotheses.

hypothesis

from analysis

thereby

Thus st at istical

of variance

precluding
analysis

in the facilitative

rejection

attributed
two groups.

for adequate

to either

By accepting

a number of pertinant
of the study

supported

did not approach

in the raters,

were reviewed.

the notion

that

a given community would be as effective

a level

of the results.

the second proposition

issues

that

no

persons.

interpretation

inconsistency

of any of the null

of a group of professional

as compared to a group of untrained

necessary

.05

abilities

counselors

usually

the

the assumption

existed

however,

approached

None

confirmed

difference

Rate r inter-reliabilitY,

were presented.

for discussion

others

of the
purposes,

the conclusions

a number of untrained
in aiding

is

This was

or homogeneity

At any rate,

that

persons

in

as are profession~l
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counselors.
Non-objective
counselors
class

indicated

gained

that

this

from a survey

given to the natural

group was selected

from an upper-middle

segment of the community and, as expected,

educational
parts.
that

data

levels

as those

Additionally,

achieved

by their

professional

they possessed

a wealth

of diverse

could add to the counselor-client

to be influential
area for

interchange.

equivalent
counterexperiences

They were found

members of the community and having been in the local

many years,

functioning

evidenced

within

they tend to be familiar
the social

with effective

methods for

system.

Rec-Gmmendations
The overall
ferences

in the facilitative

untrained

persons

appropriately
persons

investigate

research

leadership

be taken to ensure
of this

type.

study

abil ities

suggest

that

there

of professional
Further

a random rather

neighborhood.

type of research

to investigate

of this

in the community.

from a given

apply this

should

findings

Further,

in a lower-class
and facilitative
a high inter-rater

studies

are no dif-

counselors
in this

than a selected

a nd

are a might

sample of

it would be valuable

to

segment of the community
potential.
reliability

Finally,

steps

in future
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Carkhuff and Berenson's five point scale of facilitative
dimensions
related
to improved functioning
in all interpersonal
processes.
1.

Empathic Understanding:

Level 1: Responses of the first
person either do not attend to or
detract
significantly
from the expressions
of the second person in that
they communicate significantly
less of the second person's
feelings
then the second person has communicated himself.
Level 2: While the first
person does respond to the expressed feelings
of the second person, he does so in such a way that he subtracts
noticeab ly from the affective
communication of the second person.
expressions
of the first
person in
Level 3: The verbal or behavioral
response to the verbal or behavioral
expressions
of the second person
are essentially
interchangeable
with those of the second person in that
they express essentially
the same affect and meaning.
person add noticeably
to the expressLevel 4: The responses of the first
ions of the second person in such a way as to express feelings
a level
deeper then the second person was able to express himself.
person's
res ponses add significantly
to the feelings
Level S: The first
and meaning of the second person in such a way as to express accurately
feeling
levels below what the person himself was able to express or, in
the eve nt of ongoing deep self-exploration
on the second person 1 s part,
fiilly
with him in his deepest moments .
to be\
. ·.
.
:.·

NOTE: The first person refers to the counselor,
parent.
The second person refers to the client,

therapist,
teacher
student or child.

or
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EMPATHICUNDERSTANDING
The therapist's
understanding
phases
that

effectiveness

rather

of therapy.

it

that

to "technique

A study by Cartwright

and Lerner

final,

is related

confused.

of change integrate
and the anlytic

not his initial
to patient

Empathy is not the client
it is most often

to his continuing

than to his ability

is the therapist's

understanding,

is related

centered

improvement in therapy.

notion

of reflection

accuracy.
and experience

communicated by the client

yet within

a range

and fosters

standing

of the patient's

reacting

mechanically

ually

understanding
Ability

growth.

suspending

communicating

The therapist

situation

of feeling

than those
which the

It is the manner

which communicates undercan best

by being fully

by reflecting

the patient's

convey his under-

human himself
words or just

and not
intellect-

problems.

the therapist's

or merge in the experience
while

of expression

or technique,

to communicate at high levels

appea rs to involve

deeper

employ for his own purposes.

not his theory

predictive

The emphasis then,

of feeling

standing

with which

The measure of empathy most highly

emphasis upon diagnostic

of the therapist,

early

of empathic

mode of reflection

the cl ient-centered

can constructively

during

(1963) indicates

level

is upon movement to levels

client

it"

depth of

ability

of the client,

his own judgement,

th~s understanding

of empathic understanding
to allow himself
reflect

tolerating

to the client.

upon this

to experience
experience

his own anxiety,

and
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EMPATHICUNDERSTANDING
Example:

Level 1

C: Sir, are you ready? (Earnestly)
T: (Mumbled) What about?
C: I want one thing to know-us-is it or is it not normal for a women
to feel like th at , like I felt-degradedone thing right after the other
from Sunday on- or is it a lesson?
(Sa dly , dramatically)
Is it immat ure
to feel like this ? Is really maturity-what
it says in the books, th at
one has to unders tan d the other person-is
a woman sup po sidly t o give
constantly
and-be ac tually humiliated ?

T:

(Casually)

If she asks for it.

C: (Reg ist er i ng surprise)
(Testil y)
T:

Well I don't

C:

I wonder if it 's my educational

T:

Mhm.

C:

You know what I mean.

T:

Yeah

C: (Pause)
where to hit

know.

If she asks for i t.
I doubt-I

don't

think

you did.

background

I guess if I could just
huh?

Di d I ask for it ?
(Mechanically)

or me.

solve that

I'd

know just

T: Mhm, Mhm. Now that you know, a way, if you knew for sure,
lack, if thats what it is -I can't be sure of that yet.

C:

No

T:
it's
it?

(Continuing)
is really so, that it,
somethin g th at you justcnuldn't
receive,

C:

Well-I-I

didn't,

uh, I don't

quite

about
that

your

it might even feel as though
that it, if, that would be

follow you clearly.

T: Well (pause), I gue ss I was, I was thinking that-that
you perhaps
thought that, if you could be sure yet, the, uh, that there tools
that, that you didn't have, that, perhaps that coul d mean that these
-uh-tools
that you had lacked-way back there in, um, high school.
C:

Yah

T:

(Continuing)

...

and perhaps

just

couldn't

perceive

now and, ah ..

C: Eh, yes, or I might put it this way, um (pause).
If I knew that it
was my educational
back ground, there would be a possibility
of going back.
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T:

Oh, so, I missed that

C:

. an d really

T: I see, I was-uh-I
um, you thought that,
C:

No, I mean

T:

I see.

C:

Uh, not doomed.

Example :

now, I mean now, and, un ...

getting

myself equipped.

thought you were saying in some ways that, um,
if, if th at were so, you were just kind of doomed.

Well let

1

s take

it this

way, um, as I said,

if,

uh.

Level 5

C:
uh -I ve alway s been- s o afraud-uh-show
felt-(t:Mhm)
and I-and I-I th ink ...
1

T: (Interupt in g) Showing feelings
fading to near inaudibility)

is-weak

just

how I-how I

or -s omething.

(Gently

C: Yeah-th at 1 s how it s eems to me . (Lengthly pau se) I know I-I 1ve
been in the TV room-and I-all of a sudden-h ad the feeling that-I was
going to start cry ing.
(Almost tearfully)

T: M~ .
and-uh-I

C:

knew then I 1 d have to leave and go somewhere ...

T: Mhm.
C:
where nobody was, so in case I did st art
see me (Bashfully)

Mhm
-it 1 d j us t be-terrible
much feeling.
(Sorrowfully)

T:

to stand if you-if
(Long pause)

1
The thing is-that-I
m-I 1 m afraid
afterwar ds.
(Ashamedly)

C:

of-well

T: Mhm-this would be -just-terrible-uh-a
wouldn 1 t cry. (Almost tearfully)

C:

that

nobody 1 d

you ever did show this

I 1d be so embarrassed

man wouldn 1 t cry. a grown-up

Yeah

T:
C:

crying

or at least
(Filling

...

(Leaves thought

suspended )

in for T) At le ast with out an apparent

reason.

T: Mhm.
C: (Long pause)
cally)
T:
gently)

An 1 -uh- 1 an-I-I

don 1 t have- an appa rent

. it wouldn 1 t only be weak, but-be

reason.

crazy or something

(Emphati(very
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C:

(Chiming in)

Yeah!

(Very positively)
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Facilitative

Genuineness

are clearly unrelated
to what
Level 1: The first
person 1 s expressions
other cues indicate
he is feeling
at the moment, and/or the first
person
only genuine responses are negative in regard to the second person and
appear to have a totally
distractive
effect upon the second person.

1

s

Level 2: The first
person's
responses are slightly
unrelated
to what
other cues indicate
he is feeling
at the moment, or when his responses
are genuine, they are negative in regard to the second person, the first
person does not employ his negative reactions
constructively
as a basis
for further
inquiry.
Level 3: The first
person provides no descrepancies
between what he
verbalizes
and what other cues indicate
he is feeling at tne moment,
while also providing no positive
cues to indicate
really genuine responses
to the second person.
Level 4: The first
responses
(whether
the second person.

person
positive

presents positive
cues indicating
or negative)
in a nondestructive

genuine
manner to

Level 5: The first
person 1 s expressions
indicate
that he is freely and
deeply himself in his relationship
with the second person; he is completely
spontaneous in his interaction
and open to experiences
of all types, both
1
s
pleasant
and hurtful;
in the event of hurtful
responses,
the facilitator
comments are employed constructively
to open further
areas of inquiry for
both the f ac ilitator
and the second person.
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Genuineness
This sc a le is a n attempt
genuinenes s, beginning
a facade

Stage 1 :

feelings

evidence

in the therapist's

may contr ad ict
Stage

2:

rather

defensive

he really

f eels

quality

or air

Stage 3:

4:
5:

or means.

There is nei ther

The therapist

recognized.
whether

reflect

personal

so that

ons

but in a profe ssi ona l

but do not express

defensive

impli c it nor explicit

what

or rehearsed

or professional

evidence

The ther ap ist
and deeply

is clearly

feelings,

or trite.

but whether

or sh aring
his verbalizations

feelings,

ple asant

into

in all
At stage

is clear

match his inner

or

of his res ponses,

5 the therapist

he is giving
it

and

professionalism.

they are accepted

being himself

meaningful

in the relationship.

types--both

or retreat

feelings,

of defensive-

shows no self-incongruence.

himself

of all

of defensiveness

they a re personally

much himself,

either

a nd feelings

The therapist

in g , interpreting,

-

evid enc e .

may be contradictory

nee d not express

contradic

na lism pres ent.

is freely

traces

there

between

cues .

appropriately

is implicitly

He is open to experiences

Although

and

of his verbalizati

There is a somewhat contrived

is no exp licit

hurtful--without

There may be striking

or nonverbal

ness or the pre sence of a facade.
Stage

hi mse lf.

in the interaction,

they s ound good from a distance

of professio

there

to a high level

manner, giv in g the impress i on tha t his responses

The therapist

although
Stage

responds

than a personal

pre s ents

of a very cons id erab l e discrepency

the voice qualities

are said because

where the therapist

stat ement s, the content

The therapist

of therapist

is freel y a nd deeply

what he says and what he experience s.
tions

degrees

and continuing

where the therapist

The th erapi st is clear~y

is explicit

five

at a very l ow level

or def ends and denies

of self-congruence

there

to define

advice,

th at he is very
experiences.
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Facilitative
The distinction
much of his
scores

own personality

The degree

the client,

establishes

another

person
persons

they are destructive

ship

's being freely

incorporates

responses

further

are in full

a certain

is evidence

minimum level,

to additional
of critical

increases
importance

the therapist

ing himself

fully

at all

process

with himself

and, thus,

The degr ee to which an individual

contact

to the degree

with their

himself

to which he

when his

the client,

to client

in client

progress

functioning.

the necessity

the therapist
as a basis

for

relationship.
low levels

of

in therapy,

above

of genuinenes s are not related

to avoid the conscious

times

whereas

relation-

only genuine

and their

that

that

The emphasis upon the

constructively

very high levels

role,"

experience;

to the second person,

to suggest

However,

in a nonexplicitive

qualifLcation:

impediments

is the

between therap is t and client.

when they are genuine.
and deeply

under -

to reflect

to become aware of his experience.

the therapist,

are clearly

appear

therapeutic

be related

to emply his respcnses

there

genuineness

statements

base.

will

one critical

i.nquiry for

In addition,

"playing

this

are negativ e in regard

makes an effort

his own st atements

can be honest

own experience

many destructive

therapist

through

relationship

to which the therapist

ca n enable

says what he says and how

The base for the entire

of a genuine

is aware of his

is,

he reveals

to which the therapist's

feelings.

establishment

with

between how a therapist

the degree

his true

Genuiness

Therefore,
or unconscious
for the therapist

is not supp orted .

while

it

facade
1

appears
of

s express-
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Genuineness
C: He seems pleased that I was going back.
And when I got to the bus
station,
when he took me by the bus station
in C--- he had the bus driver
arrange it there where I had lost my ticket,
and they fixed me up a
ticket all the way to M---, all the way through, with excuse that I had
lost my ticket . So that's
how I got back home from C---.
I was kind
of lucky .
is,

that 's quite

T:

Yeah, that

c:

Can I wask you a question?

T:

Yeah.

c:

Do you think

a story.

(Long pause)

(pause)

I guess so.

T: Oh no--not
ward , perhaps.

I'm crazy?
in the sense

that

some cf the patients

you see out on the

C: I don't mean mentally,
not--where I don ' t know anything,
but I mean,
am I out of my hea d? Do I do things th a t are foolish for people to do?
T: Well I'd say you do things
You do things that are n't ...

that you might say are foolish,
(Pause)

C:

(Filling

Normal.

T:

Yeah, well,

T:

Is this

in for therapist)
they are n't

usua1

in a sense.

by any means, of course .

a common concern to everyone

in here :

c1 :

I believe so, doct or , the--you come in here and you expect help right
I've been here three weeks and I've
away . Now take for example my case.
yet to talk to a doctor.
They make their morning rounds all the ladies
are in the room, and they stop and ask , "How are you?" and everything.
And I asked the doct or, I told him I only had a leave of absence from
work, woul d I be able to see him. He s aid according to my tests I need
my work- -my personal attention.
So I'm leaving Satu rday.
I was a
volunteer patient
and I asked . So I'm being discharged Satur day. But-uh--the ones that helped me, its like this lady here--and a few of us
would have our own small group therapy and talk out our problems .
T:

Mhm, mhm--.

cl : And I think
T:

I 1 m happier

(To second patient)

c 2 : Well,

now than I've

Do you feel

ever been in my life.

the same way about --this

I only --n eed help with the business

T:

When, then?

c2 :

About a couple of months.

situation

of checki ng my medicine.

?
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T:

A couple

of months.

C:

I guess you realize

I see.
that,

too,

don't

you?

Or do you?

(Laughs)

T: Do I realize
that?
You bet I do! Sure , yeah --I always wanted somebody to take care of me, you know, but I also wanted them to ~et me do
what I wanted to do! Well, if you have somebody taking care of you, then
you've go to do what they want you to do.
C:

That's

right.

(Pause)

T: So I never could kind of get it so that I'd have both, you know,
both things at once: either I'm doing what I want to do and taking care
of myself or, you know, I used to have somebody taking care of me and
then I'd do what they wanted to do. And I'd think, "Aw, hell! 11 It just-never works out you know.
C:

Always somebody there,

isn't

there?

(Laughs)

T: Yeah, just somebody goofing up the works all the time.
(Pause)
Yeah, if you're dependent on somebody else, you're und er their control,
sort of.
C:

To a certain

extent.

. .
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Personally

relevant

concreteness

Level 1: The first
person leads or allows all discussions
with the
second person to deal only with vague and anonymous generalities.
Level 2: The first
person frequently
leads or allows discussion
of
material personally
relevant
to the second person to be dealt with on
a somewhat vague and abstract
level.
Level 3: The first
person enables the second person to discuss
relevent
material
in specific
and concrete terminology.
person frequently
is helpful
Level 4: The first
person to dev elop fully in concrete and specific
instances
of concern.
Level 5: The first
person is always helpful
that the second person may discuss fluently,
specific
feelings
and experiences.

personally

in enabling the second
terms almost all

in guiding discussion
so
directly,
and completely
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Personally
Concreteness
of specific

involves

functions.

responses
feelings

First,

the fluent,

do not become too far

to be more accurate
understandings

and complete

regardless

of their

This dimension
1

s concreteness

removed emotionally

Second,

concreteness

in his understanding

can be clarified

and experiences

direct,

and client.
the therapist

and experiences.

directly

Concreteness

feel ings a nd experiences,

cont ent , by both therapist
three

Relevant

are stated

influenced

to attend

emotional

appears
ensures

to serve
that

his

from the client

encourages

1

s

the therapist

of the cl i ent , and thus mis-

and corrections

in specific

expression

terms.

specifically

made when the feelings
Third,

the client

to problem areas

is

and emotional

conflicts.
Perhap s the most significant
that

the material

must be personally

Of all

the dimensions,

easily

trained

less

tied

qualifications

it would appear

to function

to the personality

meaningfull
that

at high levels
makeup or life

upon this

variable

relevance

to the client.

therapist's
of concreteness,
style

is

could be most
because

of the therapist.

it

is

Sumrmry and Conclusions
Tech1iques .
Client

Centered

Beyo1d the initial
clie1t-centered

of the effectiveness

phases

of therapeutic
appears

encounters,

conditions.

The client-centered

is a highly

words about feelings,

rather

(that

is,

between a self-denying,
Behavior

middle-class,

evidence

effe ctive

with level

evidence,

both clinical
are effective

relatively

isolated

The perfect

J.

In its

behavior

expression

of the feel-

than angry expressions)
surrogate

modification

populations.

and his initiate.

techniques

In addition,

to indicate

with level

2 or higher

that
level

there

are
is

behavior

modification

clients

exhibiting

game rarely

effectively

reactions.

Theory:
theory

has become a widespread

product

essence,

is at best

life,

on the other

impotent

a perfectly

to undertake

The psychoanalytic

successfully

therapist

if he breaks

a person functioning

from a psychoanalytic

even be worth ending;

5.

emphasizing

to therapy.

2.

4.

rather

parental

and research,

anxiety

Psychoanalytic
Psychoanalytic

that

1 patient

techniques

applied

1 am angry,"

11

for by the

transaction,

than the more direct

to

Modification:

Ther e is extensive

1.

verbal

of

contribution

change accounted

cent r al core of facilitative
approach

the technique

to make no significant

change over and above that

ings themselves;

Therapeutic

Therapy :

therapy

cons~ructive

of current

free

point

hand, the fully
reasonable
can really

at level

J.

of view may not

analyzed

per s on is too

suicide .
only hope to treat

patients

of his role .

Some of the the r apy outcomes judged to be poor by the psychoanalytic

therapist
es caped.

may, in fact,

be among his success

cases

i n that

the patient
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Def inition

of st age levels

as they pertain

to client

functioning.

::.,evel 1 :
Level 1 describes

the severely

immune to constructive
of a succession

disturbed

human encounters.

of retarding

involved

with him have been almost totally

any real

comprehensive

ment has been retarded

by others

The significant
unconcerned

of him.

and he will

retard

dictate

relationship

at minimally

for the long-term

of deleterious

effects

people

and have lacked
develop-

the development

The facilitative

person who is functioning

consequence

His own personal

those with whom he comes in contact.
the need for a very long-term

who is essentially

He is the negative

relat i onships.

understanding

client

of

model would
with a facilitative

high levels

in order to compensate

encounters

.

Level 2 :
Level 2 describes
level

1 person,

the moderately

lives

in order
ficulties

long-term
to correct

client

in a world of distortion

world and is not oblivious
moderately

distressed

to the world.

relationship
the distorted

and ultimately,

who, unlike

but does live

the

in the

He would tend to require

with a minimally
perceptions

facilitative

person

which lead him into

to the deteri orat ion of all

a

his signific

dif ant

relationships.
Level 3:
Level 3 describes
purposes,

is functioning

only the very briefest

the situationally
at a minimally

distressed
effective

client
level.

perio ds of time to work through

who, for all
He often

requires

his situational

difficulties.
Level

4:
Level

ively

4

characterizes

and "makes things

the more potent
happen" whatever

individual

who relates

his area of endeavor,

effectbut
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including

in particular

the facilitation

of other

persons .

5:

Level

The level
ization

for

sharing

of his

5 person is involved

others

in a lifelong

as well as himself,

search

with others.

search

and is readily

for actual -

amenable to the
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Dialogue

practices

(attempt

to insert

high l evels

responses)

T: ...
I s 1pose, one of the things you were saying there was, I may
seem pretty hard on the outside to other people but I do have feelings.
C:

Yeah, I 1 ve got feelings.

But most of 'em I don't

let

'em off .

A.T :
C: (faintly)
Yeah. (long pause)
I guess the only reason that I try
to hide 'em, is, seein' that I 1 m small, I guess that I got to be a tough
guy or somethin'.
T:

Mhm.

C:

That's

B.T :
C: I think

the way I,

think

they 'd try,

C.T :
C: I guess I don't

I people

might think

about me.

anyway.

want 'em to know that

T:

Mhm

C:

'Cause then they couldn't

I got

'em.

if they wanted to

D.T :
A.T:

Mhm. Kinda hide them.

B.T : Mm. Little afraid to show my feelings.
weak, 'n take advantage of me or something.
knew I could be hurt.
C.T: If they really
and hurt me.

knew I had feelings,

They might think I was
They might hurt me if they--

they,

they really

might try

D.T: So I 1 d be safe if I, if I seem like a, as though I was real
on the outside.
If they thought I was real hard, I'd be safe.

hard
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Rating

Tape Number:

Rater

Empathy :

Genuineness:

Concreteness

Sheet

:
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Appendix B
Questionnaires
This survey is part of a doctoral
study which is being undertaken
at Utah State University . The objective
of the survey is to locate
within this community those individuals
who possess the following
characteristics
:
1.
2.

J.

They communicate a positive
respect and concern for your
feelings.
When they are engaged in converstation
with you, you sense
that they are genuine in that their statements
reflect
their
true feelings.
You would feel secure in approaching these persons for help
or advice .

Plea se nominate three individuals
within your neighborhood and three
individuals
who reside outside of your neighborhood but are within the
Logan area who best typify the above ideal.
Religious leaders (Bishops
a nd Ministers)or
professional
counselors
usually possess these qualities
an d are easily l oca ted therefore,
please do not include these individuals.

Your length

of residence

1 year

in present

location:

or less
Sex

Male

1 to 2 years
Female
2 to 3 or more years
Nominations :
Individuals

within

your neighborhood

1.
2.

J.
Individuals

outside

your neightborhood

1.
2.

J.
Thank you for your cooperation

.

but within

Logan
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Name:

1.

Educat ion :

J.

Number of years

Degree

you have resided

(if

applicable)

in the community?
~~~~~~~~~~-

In your present

4,

Participat
ion in community organizations
a nd offices held).
a,

b,
c,

d,
e,
f,

g,

location?

(please

list

organizations
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Appendix C
Memorandum

# 69

MEMO

March 23, 1970
TO:

COUNSELORS

FROM: JIM SHUPE
Pupil Personnel Director
Weber School District

Mr. George Lindenfeld,
in the field

a Doctoral
and Guidance,

of Counseling

permission

to ask counselors

counseling

session.

His study

involves

by professionally
volunteer
furnish

counselors
tapes

to those

remain anonymous,
names mentioned

Mr. Lindenfeld
cipation
tacts

.

He will

Office

participating

the session

is asking

.

.

will

Counselors

will
Any

be clipped

only for volunteer

out.
parti-

or in person

has been given him .

Jim Shupe

of

He will

March 30th.
approval

done

that

is wanted.

be making telephone

sometime after
Central

against

any training

no identification

during

has requested

of counseling

counselors

without

at U. S.U .

to submit a tape of one

a comparison

trained

Candidate

con-
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Appendix D
Rater Raw Scores
Raw data :
Subjects

certified
counselors

1, empathy
Rater

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3.0
3.0
3 .5
3 .5
3 ,5
2.0
3.0
2 .0
3.5
2.0
2 .5
3 .0
2 .5
2 .5
1.5

16

3.0

17

1
2
3
natural
counselors

Scale

4

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

JO

1

Rater 2
3 .0
3 .0
3.5
3.0
3 .0
3 .0
2.0
2 .5
3.0
2 .0
2 .5
3 ,0
2.5

Rater
3.0
2.5
2 .5
3 .0
3.0
2 .5
2 .0
2 .0
3 ,5
2 .0
2.5
3.0
2 .5

3,0

J .O

2 .0

2 .0

3,0
1.0
1.0

3,0

2.0
2.0

3,0
3 .0

3.0
3 .0

2.0
2.0
2.0

3,5
2 .0
2 .5

2 .5
2 .5
2 .0
2.0

J.O

3 .0

3 .0

1.5
3 ,5
4.0

2.0
4 .0

1.5

3.0

3 .0
3 .0
3,0

3.5
3 ,5
3,5

4,0
2 .5
2.5

1.5
1.0

3,0

3,0

3.0

Summary table :
natural
counselors

Total
Mean

41.0
2 . 73

41.0
2 . 73

39. 0

certifie d
counselors

Total
Mean

40.0
2.67

41,5

37,0
2 .47

2 . 77

2 . 60

3
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Raw data:
Subjects

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

natural
counselors

11

certified
counselors

Scale

2, genuineness
Rater

3,5
3,5
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

2.5
2.5

12
13
14
15

4.0
2 .0
3 .0
2.0

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

3,5
2.0
2.0
3,5
2 .5
3.0
3,0
3.5

30

3,5
3.0

3,5
4.0
3,5

1

Rater
3,5

3,5
4.0
3,5
3,0
3.0

2.5
3 .0
4.0

2.5

2.5

3,5

2.0
3.0

2.5
3,5
1.5
1.0

3,5
3,5
3,5

3.0
3.5
3,5
2.0

3,5

3.0

3.0
3,0
4.0
3,5

3,5

2

Rater

3,0
3.0
3,0
4 .0
3,5
3,5
3.0

2.5

4,0
3.0
3.0
4 .0
'2 ,5

3,5
2.0

3,5

2 .0
1.0

3,5
3,5

3 ,0
2.5
3.0
3,5
2.0
3,5
4.0
3.0

3,5
3,5

Summary table :
natural
counselor

Total
Mean

47,5
3.16

46.o
3.06

47 ,5
3.16

certified
counselors

Total
Mean

47 .0
3,13

45.5
3,03

45.0
3.0

3
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Raw data:
Subject s

Scale 3, concretene ss
Rater

1

Rater

2

Rater

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3.5
4.5
4.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4 .0
J .O
2.0
J.5
2.5
2 .5
3.5

4. 0
4.0
3.5
2.5
3.5
2 .0
2.5
3.0
4.0
2.5
2.5
3.0
2 .5
3.0
2 .5

3.5
J .5
3.5
3.0
4.0
2.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.5
2 .5
3.5
3.0
3.5
2.5

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

3.5
2.5
2.0
4.0
3.5
3.0
2 .5·
3.0
3.0
2 .5
4.0
4.0
3.5
4 .0
2.5

4 .0
1.5
1.0
3.0
3.0
3 .5
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
4.0

4 .0
1.0
1.5
3.5
3.0
3 .0
3 .0
3 .0
3 .5
2 .5
2 .5
4.0
3.0
4. 0
3.5

natural
Total
counselor s Mean

49 .0
3.36

45.0
3.0

47 .5
3. 16

certif i ed Total
couns el ors Mean

4 7.5
3.16

4 7.0
3. 13

45. 0
3 .0

natural
counselors

certified
counselors

Summary table :

3
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